Introduction
In this chapter, I am to offer some help in reflecting on 'the Pluralist Path'-where it has been and where it is going (or can go). The word 'path' is much too modest for what we are talking about. This 'pluralist path,' I would boldly claim, is really a Pluralist Reformation-a call for reform not only for Christians but for all men and women who want to describe themselves as religious, or spiritual. I use the word 'reformation' perhaps somewhat audaciously, but I do believe, appropriately. It is a call to clarify, correct, re-appropriate and so deepen what it means to call oneself spiritual or religious in this incredibly advanced and incredibly threatened twenty-first century world of ours.
This 'Pluralist Reformation,' I believe we can say, was, to a great extent, born and nurtured here on this beloved island of saints and scholars-and scoundrels. It is, largely, another reformation 'made in England.' The names of John Hick and Alan Race figure primarily among the early pluralist explorers and reformers. This chapter looks back on what Hick and Race started. In particular, I want to identify how this reformational pluralistic theology of religions developed through dialogue with its critics.
Let me begin with a procedure that I learned way back during my years of study in Rome at the Gregorian University, from 1962 to 1968. We began every thesis or new lecture with a definitio terminorum (definition of terms). I think that practice is particularly important for our topic, since many of the current descriptions of a pluralistic theology of religions that one finds in both the academic and popular media in no way fit most of the pluralists I hang around with. So let me make bold to offer six defining characteristics of the theology that mainstream pluralist theologians like Hick and Race are proposing:
1.
Pluralists 
Vatican ii: The Seedbed for a Pluralistic Theology
So, where and when did this Pluralistic Reformation begin to take shape? I offer an answer that may be surprising in itself, but not so surprising in that it comes from a Roman Catholic theologian: the seeds of a pluralistic theology of religions were already planted in the fertile soil of the Second Vatican Council. But these seeds were sown by bishops who, as Karl Rahner has argued, did not fully realize what they were doing (1979) . Let me explain. While Vatican ii clearly and boldly moved beyond the exclusivist theology that for the most part animated and guided the Catholic Church's approach to other religions through most of its history, the Council still clearly remained within the borders of an inclusivist perspective. As never before in the history of Christianity, the value of other religions was recognized, especially in Nostra Aetate. But that value, in the end, was designated a "praeparatio evangelica" (preparation for the gospel), a stepping stone toward fulfillment in Christ and
